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Non-Western Educational Traditions: Indigenous Approaches to Educational Throught and PracticeLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This text provides a brief yet comprehensive overview of a number of non-Western approaches to educational thought and practice. Its premise is that understanding the ways that other people educate their children--as well as what counts for them as "education"--may help us think more clearly about some of our own assumptions and values,...
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Developmental Psychology in Action (Child Development)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This is the final book in a series of four which form part of the Open University course Child Development. The series provides a detailed and thorough undergraduate-level introduction to the central concepts, theories, current issues and research evidence in developmental psychology.

Developmental Psychology in...
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PHP 5 Power Programming (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2004
In this book, PHP 5's co-creator and two leading PHP developers show you how to make the most of PHP 5's industrial-strength enhancements in any projectno matter how large or complex. Their unique insights and realistic examples illuminate PHP 5's new object model, powerful design patterns, improved XML Web services support, and...
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Information Retrieval InteractionTaylor Graham, 1992

	Information retrieval covers the problems relating to the effective storage, access, and searching of information required by individuals. Currently, information is continuing to grow exponentially, diversifying into many forms and media. In this complex retrieval labyrinth there is a definite need for increased effort aimed at tailoring IR...
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Server-Based Java ProgrammingManning Publications, 2000
Demonstrates how to take full advantage of Java's power on servers by using current technologies such as Java Servlets, Java Web server, and JNDI.

In September1999, Sun Microsystems Inc. released the first draft of the Java2 Enterprise Edition
specification, and Java changed forever.

Since 1997, developers and vendors...
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Cross-platform UI Development with Xamarin.FormsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create a fully operating application and deploy it to major mobile platforms using Xamarin.Forms


	About This Book

	
		Create standard user interfaces on Windows Mobile, Android, and iOS and then make those interfaces look good with ease
	
		Design a full-blown application in very little time with...
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Microsoft Visual Basic .NET Programmer's CookbookMicrosoft Press, 2003
Filled with the ingredients developers need--code samples, instructions, and solutions to common problems--this book is the logical place for developers to start building projects and learning more about Visual Basic .NET.




Next time you hit the wall with a tough Visual Basic .NET problem, get the code behind the...
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Glass' Office GynecologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
	
		
			
				Women's health care is an ever-changing field. It relies on both quantitative and qualitative
			
				scientific advances that must be translated into clinical skills and application against the
			
				backdrop of current...
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